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ABSTRACT
Over the past decade, the growth of voice assistants has presented
new challenges within domestic life. Prior research has shown
that such technologies afect users unevenly or fail to account for
some relationships and domesticities entirely. Our work investigates the under-examined topic of queerness at home. Drawing
on the experience of queer breakup, we describe a design inquiry
and a frst-person research approach exploring two concurrent relationships in separate households both using Alexa. We explore
issues of temporality, glitch, and shared accountability. We also
ask critical questions with audio experiments, including: How do
voice assistants diferentiate between queer voices? How should
we converse with voice assistants about queerness? And are voice
assistants “queer enough”? We contribute a discussion of diference,
inclusion, and queer cultures of adversarial use to highlight the limitations of both everyday and professional language for describing
and analyzing the particulars of queerness and interaction design.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Imagine you’re listening to an audio recording. You hear a wafed
ringing at two pitches, one low and one high, repeating in quick
succession three or four times. Then a middle pitch drops into
the mix, looping until the listener begins to feel uncomfortable.
A softer voice interjects: “Thanks, Alexa. Alexa- Thanks, Alexa.
Alexa-” repeating four or fve times until the speed of the ringing
increases and then stops. Thanks, Alexa,” the voice states one fnal
time, all on its own.
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Listen closely to this clip and it might sound like a dreamscape:
a voice assistant ignoring a user; a voice assistant overpowering
a voice command; a background drumbeat for a movie score. A
sound clip like this might be compared to noise music, a mode of
challenging the musical, stretching what we might hear inside an
audio track and characterize as melodious or tuneful. Pay more
attention, and it might sound like a scattering of glitches, a mixing
together of the left-over audio, the mistakes and defective bits
recorded from interactions with a particular smart technology. You
may listen to this clip in the supplementary materials in the ACM
digital library.
The above sound clip is all those things and more. It’s a remixed
version of sound recorded by the Amazon Alexa and labeled “Audio was not intended for Alexa.” A sound clip of someone saying
“thanks, Alexa” seems like it would be considered “for” Alexa. But
the transcript from Alexa says otherwise—no transcription of the
utterance exists. According to Alexa, the “thanks” was not intended
for the device. What makes a voice assistant application not recognize a speaker as talking to it? The above sound clip responds
to this curiosity by stringing together examples of audio with the
same “not intended” label within a single audio fle. The resulting
remix extenuates the contrasting types of overlooked sounds and
allows a close listener to notice the intentionality in the speaker’s
voice.
In our project, and in the paper that follows, we use this clip
and others like it to explore questions of queerness, ‘smartness,’
and social connection. Our design inquiry involves a process of
listening to voice assistant recordings and learning to notice the
unintended and under-explored moments they describe. It began
with the observation that the Amazon Alexa voice assistant wasn’t
able to keep track of queer voices, confusing one voice for another.
This simple observation led to a lengthy investigation of what kinds
of queer experience the voice assistant does and does not encode
through the medium of sound and their consequences for everyday
life. Within this inquiry, we explored how using Alexa in queer
relationships, across multiple partners and multiple homes, changes
what kinds of encounters (practical, emotional, instrumental) the
voice assistant opens up and forecloses.
This paper sits at the intersection of several conversations within
design research and adjacent felds of human-computer interaction
(HCI) and computer supported cooperative work (CSCW). These
felds have separately investigated topics of queerness, domesticity,
and sound interaction. But they have only begun to examine their
intersections—examining the potential of using sound to tell stories about technology that “theorize and produce new knowledge
through listening practices,” as Pedro J.S. Vieira de Oliveira explains
[77]. Within these developments, HCI researchers face an uphill
struggle. Working with sound is challenging; it can be difcult to
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analyze collectively; and it can be difcult to represent with text
and image. To be sure, you may be experiencing this challenge as a
reader of this paper now.
To investigate and further probe the potentials of sound and technology, this paper describes a combined autoethnographic [32, 36]
and design inquiry [89] of a queer breakup mediated by two Alexa
devices in two homes over nine months. We detail the process of
downloading transcripts of Kinnee’s two Alexa devices and using dialogical exchange with audio experimentation to analyze Kinnee’s
data. Informed by and extending prior work [20, 35, 58, 60, 102],
we focus on the sonic—any phenomena or experiences relating to
sound. In particular, we ask: What kinds of sounds aren’t noticed
by users but are noticed by voice assistants? What kinds of sounds
aren’t noticed by voice assistants but are noticed by users? How
might smart technologies ofer an alternative perspective on everyday queer experiences? Like prior work on sonic fction and design
inquiry [77, 98], we’re interested in phenomena that other experiential modes of inquiry (ethnographic, participatory, documentary)
tend to miss or neglect. The paper that follows begins with these
questions to explore what potentials for life, love, and everyday
experience voice technologies hold. It does not ofer an answer to
the questions, nor does it seek to ‘improve’ the voice assistant interface with universal or design-oriented recommendations. Rather,
we theorize technologically-mediated lived experience, and queer
lived experience in particular, through the lens of listening.
Our analysis and experimentation make two central contributions to design research. First, we contribute to debates on language
within voice assistant design to suggest opportunities for people to
refect on sonic data, label their own experiences, and express varying shades and forms of queerness. This adaptive work involves
a process of audio experimentation that uses close listening to investigate domestic technology, especially within some of the most
intimate and hard-to-reach spheres of technological life. Second,
we expand conversations on culturally-informed voice assistants
to consider the heterogeneity of queerness and the impossibility of
fully encoding polyvocality. This insight recognizes the design of
queerness-informed voice assistants as connected with a process
of bounding what it means to be queer. Across this work, we discuss opportunities for design researchers to grasp the particulars
of queerness, understand bias in assistance, and comprehend what
kinds of futures for domestic technology design are desired and by
whom.

2

BACKGROUND & RELATED WORKS

The study of sonic technologies and queer heartbreak comes out of
three connected bodies of work at the intersection of digital sound
studies, theories of queer temporality, and digitally-mediated intimacies in design and HCI. Below we review each of these areas, with
a focus on the particular questions they raise for design research.

2.1

Digital Sound Studies

Sound studies is part of a broader feld of sensory studies that
emphasizes the entanglement of senses [15, 86]. Research on and
through sonic technologies focuses on material engagements with
a range of auditory phenomena, from noise and music to stuttering and silence [83–85]. While the visual and discursive have long
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dominated social studies of technology, sonic developments mark
a turn toward the senses and a wider engagement with practices
of listening. As the late Trevor Pinch and Karin Bijsterveld [84]
remind science studies scholars, “fax machines, computers, printers,
and photocopiers hum and beep; solutions gurgle; tea and cofee
bubbles; radios play in the background; and ambient noise is everywhere [. . .] We who enter the laboratories to observe must also be
prepared to listen.”
Understanding sounds as integral to technological developments
means examining not only their production and use but also their
role in interpretations. Studying the setting of oceanography, for
example, scholars follow how sonar, a sound-emitting technology,
fundamentally reshapes the analysis of a seascape by introducing
new modes of measurement and detection [84, 111]. In computing history, scholars trace the infuence of musical keyboards on
the design of the computer keyboard and mouse [5, 84] and the
infuence of stethoscopes on the design of headphones and other
contemporary modes of private listening [107]. Sound technologies
have subtle but notable impacts our modes of listening and even
other sound technologies.
When Murray Schafer frst introduced the idea of the soundscape in the 1970s, he argued that “electroaccoustically produced
sounds” cannot be separated from the particular machines that
made them [84, 94]. This link between soundscapes and the technologies that make them possible lives on in the work of HCI. Of
late, HCI scholars have explored sound as a means of enhanced sensory engagement and creative expression, expanding tools of civic
organizing and embodied performance with a wide-ranging digital
implications [18, 40, 49]—from user interface design to machine
learning [39].
Across this work, auditory language technologies such as voice
assistants present a particularly potent example. Mapping digital encounters that invite close listening, scholars analyze the accent and
speed of the chatbot speaker [8, 14, 24, 46, 116]; issues of privacy,
trust and surveillance around the gendered, racialized encounter
with the voice assistant user [20, 35, 58, 60, 102]; the consequences
of voice anthropomorphism on trust, sentiment analysis, and user
interpretation [103]; the everyday audio interactions and interjections around voice assisted home life [2, 11, 87]; and the role
of speech interfaces in hands-free collaborative practices such as
medical surgeries [3, 67].
Responding to this variety of concerns, design researchers and
artists have sought to invert and subvert modes of auditory “assistance” by exposing the mechanisms of data extraction they both
enable and obscure [17, 22, 23, 26, 61, 68, 75, 80]. Others have drawn
a straight line between decolonizing design traditions and emerging forms of sonic fction [45, 77, 97]. By experimenting with the
device’s form and situation, they have recorded sounds of infrastructure [31, 113] and exposed the sonic rhythms of translation
interfaces [54].
Our work most closely aligns with this latter strand of work
in its experimental and critical approach. But where prior work
emphasizes speculative design and use, we focus on speculative
analysis—imagining new design directions through hermeneutic
experimentation. We use lived and experimental encounters with
a voice assistant as a means of revising and augmenting our tools
of empirical inquiry and interpretation, with particular attention
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to important but under-examined questions of queerness within
designed interactive systems. In some cases, Kinnee used device encounters to refect on their everyday lived experiences (e.g. section
4.1). In other cases, they probed the edges of the device through
data remixes and imaginative sketching (e.g. section 3.3).

2.2

Queer Temporalities

Our study of queerness and design grows from a particular concern
for questions of voice and historicity that undergird the study of sociotechnical phenomena. Extending a strong tradition of queer theory, technology scholars have explored the particular ways queerness operates across temporal registers, connecting the past to the
present and the imagined future to the here and now [48, 71, 99].
This work involves a refusal of linear timelines and solutionist
narratives [72, 100], but also a consideration of how theorizing
itself refects particular concepts of time [19, 47, 57, 73]. Sometimes
timely and other times deferred, queer theorizing has reckoned
with its complicity in erasures and struggled with its enmeshment
in what has come before.
Within HCI, this reckoning has surfaced in a small but consequential body of work concerned with algorithmic relationships to
gender and queerness. Building on feminist HCI scholarship and its
attention to embodiment and pluriversal subjectivities [7], scholars study the erasure of queer bodies by airport scanners [21] and
ML facial recognition systems [96]. Other work has explored the
queering of HCI [30, 105] through projects that center a diversity of
queer experience, including coming out narratives [33], the safety
of non-binary people of color [106] and the development of trans
technology [37]. Across this scholarship, queerness works as an
analytic thread for examining how and why technologies so often
fail [48] but still contribute (albeit unevenly) to the conditions for
queer fourishing [13].
We take particular inspiration from this paradoxical positioning
of technological development within queer life. Where existing
work has emphasized the widespread societal toll of algorithmically
encoded bias on queer subjectivities, we look to their situated and
generative potential. We wonder how glitches and oversights might
lend themselves to alternative readings of voice assistants and
queer life. Examining this potential while recognizing hardship
takes exposing some of the most personal and mundane aspects of
queerness, beginning with intimate relationships.

2.3

Queer Use and Intimacy by Design

HCI has long grounded the study of intimacy in the development
of technology to support human connection—whether by elevating physical contact and care [4, 79] or nurturing emotional expressivity [62]. Early research on technology design and intimacy,
such as Strong and Gaver’s Feather, Scent, and Shaker, focuses
on measuring feelings of awareness and closeness across remote
couples’ interactions and amplifying engagements through tangibility [63, 108] and augmentation [81, 90]. In this work, closeness
emerges at the intersection of data records and mundane encounters, suggesting that interpersonal meaning and feelings of intimacy
grow not from special events as much as what Lotteridge, et al. call
“empty moments” [63].
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Sound ofers an especially fruitful line of intimate inquiry, opening questions around bodily engagement with and through connected devices. Work by Gopinaath Kannabiran, Shaowen Bardzell,
Elizabeth Goodman, and others has examined the development and
marketing of sex toys [6, 44, 56], with particular attention to the
dynamics of arousal, sexual desire, and data privacy mediated by
sound-based networked sensors [34, 55, 110]. Technology historian
David Serlin, for example, examines the Enby sex toy designed for
queer and non-binary users, and people with physical impairments
like rheumatoid arthritis [101]. With the Enby, Serlin points to a
post-unisex design stance that resists conventional forms of heteronormality and ablism to emphasize environmental sustainability,
fexibility, and unintended use — or queer use, to use Sarah Ahmed’s
term [1:201].
Queer use presents a potent conceptual anchor for our work. In
What’s the Use [1], feminist cultural theorist Sarah Ahmed develops
queer use as an oblique potential, a chance to explore “how things
can be used in ways other than how they were intended to be used or
by those other than for whom they were intended” [1:44]. As a mode
of reuse or making-strange, it describes a method of working across
historical and contemporary timeframes to fnd unexpected connections, orientations, and perversions—deviating from the “straight
path” associated with compulsory heterosexuality and the ableist,
gendered, and racializing norms such expectation-setting holds
[1:201]. Where design research on intimacy has begun to examine
queerness and multi-partner dynamics, scholarship on fexible and
queer use has only begun to explore potentials of intimate design.
Informed by David Serlin [101], our work on voice assistants in
the home connects these two traditions around queerness and intimacy. Aiming to resist a focus on queer-phobic and couple-centric
domesticity, we emphasize non-normative family structures and
multi-partner communication patterns around sonic technology.
We explore how interactions with voice assistants set new design
routines in motion, beyond the tactile or visual.

3 METHODS
3.1 First Person Methods and
Autoethnography in HCI
This work is grounded in an autoethnographic design inquiry of the
frst author’s everyday experiences with Alexa over nine months.
After conducting an autoethnographic engagement of living with
sonic technologies, and alongside dialogues and exchanges between
all three authors, we then designed audio experiments as a way
to dive into our analysis. This process includes the development
of audio experiments as creative entry points into data analysis,
which we discuss further in section 3.3 below.
First person methods, like autoethnography [32, 36] and autobiographical design [74], are qualitative research methods that
position the researcher as the subject of inquiry. In this case, the
researcher is observer, active participant, and at the center of the
phenomena studied. Through frsthand experiences, the researcher
observes, refects, and builds insights. By nature, frst person methods “acknowledge and accommodate subjectivity, emotionality, and
the researcher’s infuence on research, rather than hiding from these
matters or assuming they don’t exist,” according to sociologist and
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autobiographer Carolyn Ellis and colleagues [36]. In HCI, the methods have been used to study one’s experience of a subculture or
group, one’s relationship to a technology, as well as one’s experience in designing, prototyping and testing new technologies (e.g.
[16, 25, 50, 52, 64, 66, 74, 104]). While still new to HCI, frst person
methods have drawn HCI researchers’ attention to an important
range of experience, including slow and long-term phenomena,
personal and difcult topics, and the researcher’s presence, positionality, and presence in a research project. Furthermore, as this
approach gains traction, design and HCI scholars have pushed for
deeper engagements towards rigor, validity and recognition of the
method as a way to respond to the shortcomings of the method
(often cited as the small sample size and the challenges around bias).
For instance, recent workshops [65], as well as a TOCHI special
issue have focused directly on strengthening discussions around
the method and establishing best practices [28].
In past HCI works, autoethnography and frst person methods
have been used to investigate difcult, personal, or taboo topics such
as the body [50, 52], (non-binary) gender [104], failure [53], sexual
orientation [16], and difcult experiences [29]. Along these lines,
frst person methods are particularly well suited to study home
devices and queerness as they allow for refections on intimacies
with technologies and the self, and are open to long and intertwined
temporalities of queer lived experiences.
With frst person research roots in the social sciences (with autoethnography), writing has often been a central tool for reporting
on frst person experiences. Ellis, Adams, and Bochner discuss writing as a tool that “produces aesthetic and evocative thick descriptions
of personal and interpersonal experience” [36]. As more design and
HCI researchers start to take on this methodological stance, new
design-oriented ways of engaging with and of reporting on frst
hand experiences have also recently emerged such as design memoirs [29] and through intersections with speculative design [50]
and creative media production [12]. In addition to using writing
as a tool, we (the authors of this paper) engage in audio experiments as a way to make sense of Kinnee’s data. We detail our audio
experiments below in 3.3.
Further developing our methodological approach, our project includes a collaborative engagement between Kinnee and Rosner and
Desjardins (the co-authors on this paper). Inspired by some tenets
of duoethnography [76, 92], we are interested in using dialogical exchange as a starting point to analyze Kinnee’s data. Complementing
duoethnography [42], where both researchers use their frst-hand
experience of the phenomenon, we use frst-hand storytelling, collaborative annotations of data, and audio experiments that allow
us to discuss the project as a group. Throughout the project, we
kept an openness and generosity that supported Kinnee to continue
sharing their experiences, following some guiding principles from
duoethnography: “the intent [is] not to profess but rather to learn
and change as the result of the conversation” [93].
Before we detail our process and analysis in 3.3, we frst ofer
some biographical notes about First Author‘s engagement with
Alexa.

3.2

Biographical Notes

Kinnee is a queer, nonbinary person. Kinnee uses the pronouns
“he/him” or “they/them,” and often abbreviates their pronouns as
“he/they”. Professionally, Kinnee is a PhD Student at the University
of Washington in Seattle, WA. Kinnee lived the majority of their life
as a cisgendered male, and began living as an “out” queer person in
their early adult years. Earlier in life, Kinnee identifed as a gay man,
but in their early twenties, they began to understand themself as
a member of the Queer, Nonbinary, and Gender Non-Conforming
(GNC) communities. As this shift occurred, Kinnee began encountering moments when the designs of interactive systems were or
were not sensitive to queerness or queer ways of living.
As Kinnee became further entangled within queer communities,
they noticed that many technologies were not designed with aspects of queerness in mind. During the time of the study, Kinnee
had relationships with their partner of fve years (Warlock) and
with a boyfriend of roughly three months (Michael) (we are using
pseudonyms for anonymity)1 . Kinnee was in two concurrent, consensual, and separate relationships with both Warlock and Michael
[38]. This non-monogamous, queer relationship formation is often
referred to as a “Vee” or a “V-shaped” relationship because one person interacts independently with two other people. Both Warlock
and Michael consented to be a part of the polyamorous relationship formation, and both were aware that Kinnee was involved in
separate, but concurrent relationships with both of them. Warlock
and Michael never met each other, and they were never intimately
or romantically involved with one another.
Upon beginning their experiments of living with voice assistants
in their home, Kinnee felt excluded by the designs of voice assistant
technologies that would confuse the voices of queer people. They
feared the potential for these technologies to target and/or profle
queer people in their own homes. Kinnee also noticed that many domestic technological systems struggled to account for and interact
with people with multiple partners–often divulging information to
all parties involved, or in some cases the wrong person, when the
message was intended to be between just two partners. Therefore,
Kinnee’s explorations of living with Alexa were largely motivated
by concerns over privacy and security around queer people’s data
in the home.
This paper is specifcally looking at Kinnee’s interactions with
Alexa from May 2021 until December 2021. Kinnee had not lived
with an Alexa prior to this study, and installed it in the living
room/kitchen of their microstudio apartment in Seattle in early
March 2021. In early May 2021, Kinnee experienced a breakup.

3.3

Data Collection, Analysis, and Audio
Experiments

By default, Amazon Echo devices keep an ongoing archive of user interactions, including the audio recording of utterances, a transcript
of utterances, timestamps, Alexa’s response, as well as additional
metadata.
1 We

note here that while we use the terms partner and boyfriend in this paper as
a means to clarify who we are referring to, these labels are not representative of
the fullness of the relationships with Kinnee. We interchangeably use partner with
Warlock, and boyfriend with Michael.
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For this work, we look at data across nine months (AprilDecember 2021) and focus on data from May 2, 2021 to May 26,
2021, as these weeks span the period directly after Kinnee’s breakup.
While most of our analytical work focuses on this three-week period, we also weave in salient and important data points from before
the breakup and in the long tail of the breakup, until December
2021 (at the moment of writing).
In September 2021, using the Amazon Alexa website, Kinnee
manually copy-pasted the recorded transcripts of their interactions
with Alexa from early to end of May 2021. Kinnee then pasted
the data in a spreadsheet. While other voice assistant systems like
Google Assistant allow for easier access to voice data, at the time
of the study, Amazon allows users to see their data or listen to it,
but doesn’t ofer an interface option for downloading all the data
easily.
In a collaborative efort, we read through and annotated the
spreadsheet. Annotations focused on teasing apart intimacies of a
queer break up, through the lens of a voice assistant’s understandings and misunderstandings. We used the shared spreadsheet’s
comments as a place for starting discussions, which we often expanded on in our weekly meetings. During our weekly meetings,
we often engaged in a storytelling activity where Kinnee recounted
an event surrounding a specifc data point. We then discussed the
story and started to make links and connections with other points
of data.
To further our analysis, Kinnee downloaded the audio fles from
a selection of the most revealing, intriguing and relevant utterances
from the spreadsheet. To do so, they followed a process that required
using the developer interface to download the .wav fles from the
Amazon Alexa website [41]. Once downloaded, Kinnee clustered the
audio fles by theme and linked them on Google slides to share with
the team. We used Google Slides because it is an easy, collaborative
tool that allows for a form of sketching with sound—sound clips can
easily be dragged and dropped onto the slides, could be annotated
with text, and could be replayed by anyone in the team as they
accessed the slides. We continued our process of commenting and
annotation on the google slides, as a place to also refect on tone,
background noise, sonic context, and general atmosphere of the
recordings.
Finally, following Ellis’ call to action for mixed genres in autoethnography (such as novel autoethnographic writing) and inspired by Biggs’ ‘making experiments’ in autoethnography [12],
we developed creative audio compositions with the .wav fles. We
experimented with looping (full clips or sections), reversing (listening in reverse certain segments or clips), layering (diferent parts of
a sample, or various clips), and juxtaposing (to compare clips). Making these audio compositions invited us to listen anew, to attune
ourselves to the clips and noticing with more precision the voice,
tone, intention, or background noises in the clips. The results were
often defamiliarizing: the words were often harder to understand,
again, inviting a diferent kind of listening. We each created a set of
compositions that we shared at our weekly meeting, spending time
listening together. We repeated this activity three times, each time
adjusting our choice of initial clips and remix method. We discuss
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a few of our audio experiments in the fndings below, especially in
4.2.

3.4

Ethical Considerations

Throughout this study, we paid attention to consent, anonymity,
and an ethic of care [10, 59] as main guidelines for ethical considerations. Before starting the study, Kinnee talked with both Warlock
and Michael to explain their goal of examining questions of voice
assistants and queerness, and perhaps interrogate how IoT devices
have baked in assumptions about the home, households, and relationships. Warlock and Michael had questions about the Echo
Dot’s functionality like ‘is it always listening?’. Kinnee explained
that the device would always be on, that it is listening for the wake
word and that only the interactions with Alexa are recorded. They
also showed them the mute button and said they could unplug
the device. Kinnee also showed them the Alexa app which ofers a
history of the recorded interactions via transcripts and audio fles.
They tested it to show how it worked. Throughout the study, if
Warlock or Michael wanted to review an interaction with Alexa
(for instance if something odd or funny had happened), they asked
Kinnee and they showed them on the app—this was a necessary
step because the Alexa account was just on Kinnee’s name, and
while all three were living with the Echo Dot, only Kinnee had
access to the app. Both Warlock and Michael understood that the
recorded interactions would become part of a data set for the study
and consented to this use.
After Kinnee and Michael’s breakup, Michael unplugged the
Echo Dot from his apartment and gave it back to Kinnee, as part
of the ‘breakup goodie bag’. After processing their breakup for
some time, Kinnee didn’t feel comfortable using the recorded Alexa
from their shared lives. We chose not to use that data for the study,
but Kinnee kept the other Echo Dot connected in their apartment.
Simultaneously, the focus of the research inquiry shifted to Kinnee’s
break up experience, and the role of Alexa during that time. When
reporting on examples throughout this paper, we continue to use
pseudonyms to protect Warlock and Michael’s anonymity.
Finally, working through the data analysis meant Kinnee revisited some difcult moments from the past months—at times on
their own and at times while recounting specifc events to Rosner
and Desjardins. As a team, we checked in about the intensity of
this work and ofered to slow down or pause if needed. We also
checked at various times about what parts of this project should
be published and what should remain private. We acknowledged
that this can change over time and that in the academic publication
cycle there will be a few opportunities to revise the manuscript
before it is published.

4

FINDINGS

In this section, we ofer two main themes for examining the intersections of voice assistant technology, queerness, relationships,
breakup, and Kinnee’s lived experience. First, we discuss the various
ways Alexa encountered queer break-up and how that intersected
with Kinnee’s experience. Second, we unpack how we used sound
to understand queer breakup, through a series of listening and
remixing exercises.
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How does Alexa experience queer
break-up?

A few days after my2 breakup with Michael, I went back to living
full-time in my apartment with Warlock. I had previously been
splitting my time between living in my apartment with Warlock
mostly during the week, and living with Michael mostly on weekends. While Warlock was excited to have me home again more,
I was still going through a breakup, and I was seeking all of the
support that I could possibly get. During the pandemic, this was
especially difcult to do. In the throes of heartache, I remember
thinking to myself:
“This is intense. How long is this going to last? I
know that it will take time for me to move past this
breakup. . .but I don’t know how long. I wonder if Alexa
knows? People go through breakups all the time. I can’t
possibly be the only person with this voice assistant
going through a breakup. What if I asked Alexa for
help?”
So, I turned my head towards the Alexa device on my kitchen
countertop and asked, somberly:
Me: “Alexa, how long does heartache last?”
Alexa: “"Heartache" by ONE OK ROCK is 4 minutes
and 24 seconds.”
Alexa’s response was unexpected to say the least. In that moment,
I felt pretty disappointed—all I was looking for was some sort of
estimate. At the same time, Alexa’s answer reminded me that I was
trying to rationalize a breakup with my question. Alexa’s hyperliteral response intrigued me because it was, in a way, correct. At
the same time, I did not receive the information that I was seeking,
and I wasn’t sure how else to ask Alexa for it. When conversations
around sensitive topics like heartache are machine-interpreted so
literally, it can hinder the intent of the original inquiry. At the same
time, it can also reveal new meanings and interpretations of the
questions that we ask the technologies in our homes. A hyper-literal
answer to a metaphorical question might alert us to underlying
assumptions in our own inquiries.
As this vignette illustrates, when conversations lack context to
inform meaning, they can lead to unexpected outcomes. Below, we
discuss how glitches in our interactions with Alexa might reveal
some of the assumptions for all conversants involved. We also
discuss coterminous temporalities in relationship to Kinnee’s lived
experience of their queer personhood.
4.1.1 Heartbreak Glitch. How does Alexa experience queer breakup? Alexa did not explicitly experience or recognize the breakup—it
didn’t codify or encode it—but began to engage with the breakup
through system errors, or what Legacy Russel [91] might call the
glitch—a ”built-in technological anxiety of something gone wrong”
[91:7]. Many glitches were discovered and encountered over the
span of the study. Some were noticed and captured, while others
weren’t.
Before the breakup happened, one of the frst glitches that I
noticed was the (mis)recognizing of voices. Alexa would address
me or one of my partners with the other’s name. A few times, this
led to some uncomfortable moments in which one partner was
mis-recognized as another (ex. Alexa saying “You’re Warlock, right?”
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to Michael). This made me wonder: What do glitches reveal? As
I asked this question, I became more familiar with some of the
common glitches that unfolded through our cohabitation. I made a
list, inspired by Mimi Onuoha’s Library of Missing Datasets [78], of
the seven most common glitches that I lived with over the span of
the study. When looking through the transcripts of my interactions,
these phrases appeared instead of the expected transcription of my
commands or questions to Alexa:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

No records found
No text stored
“”
“i”
Audio could not be understood
Audio was not intended for Alexa
Not Applicable

When I looked at and listened to my personal data, this list
became a way of noticing when things didn’t go as planned in my
interactions with Alexa. By examining these points of breakdown,
or glitches, I found that some of the most interesting bits of data
were hidden behind glitches. For instance, in attuning myself further
to the recorded interactions, I learned what kinds of audio were
intended for Alexa (6), I learned what kinds of audio could be
understood (5), I learned what kinds of records could be retrieved (1),
and I learned what kinds of text were stored. Designing with glitches
sometimes means playing into their own binary logics to reveal
the data that it belies. These technical glitches also include various
forms of non-storage (1, 2), empty strings (3), and declarations of
what audio is understandable (5) or "intended for" IT. Still other
technical glitches, such as a transcription reading “Not Applicable,"
provide very little information about what went wrong during the
interaction.
In addition to the technical glitches, in which the technology
was the source of generative glitching, there were also semantic
glitches. Semantic glitches are glitches in which the meanings of
an interaction are misread, misunderstood, or taken out of context
by the human (myself), the voice assistant, or both of us. Semantic
glitches arise when there is a misunderstanding in the meaning,
tone, or intent of what is said. For example, Alexa sometimes misheard what I said. When asking a question, it might simply say
“sorry, I don’t understand”, but when asking Alexa to record a note,
the implications are diferent as the misunderstanding—the glitch—
becomes part of the archive I create for myself using this tool. In
one example, Alexa understood:
“it’s hard to move of from bring up swim there are
reminders everywhere” [Alexa’s transcription, what it
heard]
While I had said:
“It’s hard to move on from break-ups when there are
reminders everywhere” [sic, transl.]
When I asked Alexa to “remember” this observation, it transcribed what I said and appended it to a fle called “Memories.csv,”
which is stored within a directory called “Alerts”. In this directory,
there are also .csv fles for storing and maintaining lists of Alarms,
Notifcations, and Mobile Push Notifcations. In this example, my
queer use of Alexa allowed me to generate a record of my lived
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experience in that moment and involved the use of it as a memory device that can be embedded with reminders. However, here,
the glitch renders invisible perhaps the most important word of
the sentence—“break-ups”—opening questions about what is truly
‘remembered’.
Some interactions with Alexa highlight the ways in which curations from recommender systems can create ableist and insensitive
interactions that marginalize queer and disabled people in their
own homes. For example, when I confded in Alexa during my
breakup, I was disappointed to hear an apology from the voice
assistant.
Me: “Alexa my boyfriend just broke up with me"
Alexa: "Sorry to hear that. Talking to a friend, listening
to music, or taking a walk may help. I hope you feel
better soon."
Why was the voice assistant saying that it was sorry for me?
Alexa didn’t even know me or this person? However, in that moment, I was admittedly desperate. I decided, despite feeling underwhelmed by Alexa’s response, to take the advice. When I did
this, I felt better. And so I felt troubled and uncertain about the
helpfulness of the voice assistant in my home. Is normative advice
better than no advice?
Other interactions, such as seen below, highlight how sensitive
questions were mis-parsed by Alexa, sometimes providing comic
relief during otherwise heavy or serious personal conversations.
Me: “Alexa can you forget who Michelle2 is” [Alexa’s transcription,
what it heard]
Alexa: “Sorry, I don’t know that one”
In this case, while I was trying to remove Michael from my
Alexa’s notes and memories, Alexa’s misunderstanding of Michael’s
name had the efect of re-gendering and/or feminizing Michael’s
name. As a glitch, this becomes an interesting observation—
seemingly small errors can have a grand impact on people’s sense
of self or sense of others. However, when looking deeper, I noticed
that I asked Alexa to forget who Michael is in hopes of erasing
any memory of him from my Alexa devices. Alexa’s response of
"Sorry, I don’t know that one," seemed to signal to me that Alexa had
already forgotten about Michael. It wasn’t until afterwards, when I
was reviewing the transcripts, that I realized what had happened:
Alexa ’thought’ I was asking her to forget someone who wasn’t in
her memory to begin with.
At the same time, these semantically glitched interactions sometimes invalidated the perspective of the speaker—suggesting that
Alexa wasn’t listening, or listening closely, to what was being confded. These moments reveal that voice assistant technologies such
as Alexa are not yet designed or optimized for sensitive conversations. Moreover, talking about, and processing over time, our
design research team grasped something like a queer breakup as
fundamentally multiple. Coupled with a voice assistant, it demands
attention to the nuances of people’s lifestyles, relationship formations, and values. A breakup might be a welcome reprieve or it
might be devastating at frst, and later become a generative, positive life event. Designing with queerness in mind means making
2 Michael

and Michelle are pseudonyms in this paper. We use Michelle to represent
how Alexa mis-parsed Michael’s name.
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no assumptions and erring on the side of curiosity (e.g. like Eddi in
[88]).
For instance, why didn’t Alexa ask me any questions before
apologizing to me for my own decision to disclose? Why do all
three recommendations make assumptions about my ability (that I
can hear, that I can walk, that I can talk?), and why do none of them
involve having a fuller conversation with Alexa? What kinds of
conversations should we have with voice assistants, and what kinds
of conversations should we not have? How might conversations
with voice assistants about/around queer breakup illuminate the
baked-in values and assumptions of an interactive system?
While Alexa’s recommendations for my queer heartbreak were
normative, they still helped me. This complicated my understanding
of bias in AI/ML systems: What if a bias that is designed to help
an imagined, more normative person ends up also being helpful to
an unimagined, queer person? Does this mean that the design was
queer, or “queer enough” all along? At what point does a generalized
recommendation become heteronormative recommendation? How
might we queer interaction design without targeting, profling,
silencing, invisibilizing, or excluding people in the process?
Lastly, my conversations with Alexa often involved the use of
humor to avoid grappling with the politics of the glitch/bias that
it enacted. Sometimes, the sense of humor arose from awkward
pauses or unexpected responses (both good and bad). On one hand,
some pre-scripted responses from the voice assistant (ex. Asking
Alexa “what are your pronouns?” and hearing “As an AI, I don’t have
a gender” in response) are an artifact of developers’ decisions to opt
out of charged conversations with a blanket statement. Meanwhile,
other responses such as “I don’t know that” may come across as
thoughtful or even profound declarations. Designing interactive
systems that can externalize what they don’t know might allow
for greater rapport between people and machines—by furthering
our understandings of what’s human, of what’s machine, of what
can happen at the human-machine nexus, and of what’s happening
during our interactions. Humor is a release from the tensions in my
personal data. These tensions were often between what was and
what is, or between what was and what could-have-been. Breakups
are riddled with expectations versus realities. Queer breakups are
riddled with queer expectations versus queer realities and queer
expectations versus normative realities. I used humor as a way
of asking uncomfortable questions and as a way of explicating
uncomfortable, paratextual anec-data (anecdotal data).
4.1.2 Coterminous Temporalities. In this study, while glitches were
one way we observed Alexa experiencing my queer breakup, we
also noticed that we formed associations over time with the content,
temporality, and context of Alexa use. Content, temporality, and
context collapsed into interactions with Alexa, forming another
way the device became part of a breakup.
When I plugged my Alexa device back in at the end of summer, after having taken a pause post-breakup, I was not expecting
to receive a reminder of my recent breakup. Around this time, I
had recently stopped taking a medication (PrEP, or, Pre-Exposure
Prophylaxis) that I had been taking during my relationship with
Michael—and for a few months afterwards. To me, stopping this
medication was another layer of my breakup with Michael—a part
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of the long tail of the breakup. That night, at 9pm, my Alexa device
began sounding an alarm and blinking orange lights.
“. . . # # # “take my PrEP” . . . # # # “take my PrEP” # # # . . . “take
my PrEP” # # # . . .”
I had programmed the Alexa device to announce this reminder
in my home every night at 9pm. However, at this time, I had not
been taking PrEP for at least a few months. Alexa was reminding
me to take a medication that I had stopped taking after the breakup.
I speculated about how this situation (i.e. getting an outdated reminder for a former medication) could have been dangerous. This
out-of-sync reminder from Alexa could have instructed someone to
unknowingly and accidentally mistreat themselves. Furthermore,
the reminder could have disclosed my personal, sensitive medical
information to the entire captive audience of my home—including
my partner or any potential visitors. Regarding PrEP specifcally,
this out-of-sync reminder could have revealed or suggested a number of things that are often kept private: sexual activity, substance
use, and more. This situation refects the broad stigma surrounding
PrEP’s uses and highlights the instrumentation of voice assistant
technologies as devices of inquiry for probing the particulars of
queer lives.
Moreover, I realized how this particular reminder’s blurring of
the private and the public within the home could have caused unwanted conversations for some. I considered how myself, Michael,
and Warlock were all aware that I was taking PrEP. However, if this
hadn’t been the case, the reminder could have instantiated many
unwanted consequences.
I also noticed the many diferent kinds of information that were
encoded in this brief reminder: part my daily routine, part of my
medical regimen, which medications I had access to, and multiple
personal identifers surrounding sexuality and sexual activity. I also
thought about PrEP’s other use as a protective agent for intravenous
drug users. I thought about how PrEP is used by some of the most
vulnerable people in the queer community, and how my use of
Alexa to ofoad the labor of remembering to take my PrEP felt
subversive. I was also reminded of how PrEP can be taken or not
taken at diferent times in my life, daily or as needed, and how I
appreciated having this tool as a protector.
With multitudes of possibilities at multiple intersections of queerness, sex, sexuality, and more encoded in this interaction, I considered how this reminder revealed both a lot of information and very
little information at the same time. I decided to leave the reminder
as it was to see what might happen if I had this reminder to refect
on every night.
When this reminder frst sounded after I had replugged the
Alexa device, I was immediately reminded of my breakup—and all
of the associations with that time, that person, those places, those
things, those sounds, those smells, those sights, and those feelings.
I recalled that it was. . .
“Interesting to see how over time I would feel fewer reminders about
Michael and more of a sense of curiosity to ask: what would it mean
if I had a reminder about this other moment in my life?” Over time,
the ghost reminders became less about my time with Michael and
instead became more about noticing however I was experiencing
queer breakup at the instance of the reminder. The reminder’s
use became increasingly about refection—drawing connections
between the person I was when I frst set up the reminder, and
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the person that I was as I heard it each day. The ghost reminders
invited an unbounded speculation of what could have been and
of what was. They are artifacts of a zeitgeist that, via the Alexa
devices, carried over from before and after my queer breakup. The
ghost reminders highlight how Alexa devices, and similar domestic
technologies, are optimized to provide timely reminders, but that
the designed systems underlying these reminders are perhaps not
yet sensitive to degrees of change that accompany relationship dissolution. The infrastructural work necessary for supporting people
whose living and life situations change suddenly and unexpectedly is immense. Part of this work might include designing ways
of forgetting, or assessing the usefulness of interactions through
dynamic frameworks that can account for dual, multiple, and queer
use.
My experience living and talking with Alexa as a memory device
inspired many questions about the relationship between technology
and memory. I contemplated what kinds of memories I’d want to
store within this sonic recordkeeping device—keeping in mind that
I could revisit the audio recording of myself saying it later for more
context. This also meant considering what kinds of things I would
not wish to remember as well; inviting a more queer modality of
memory-making, if one chose to use Alexa as such. I explored queer,
conventional, and empirical memory uses of Alexa’s “memories”
and reminders. While discussing with Second Author and Third
Author, I recalled:
“So, each time I was reminded, I didn’t have control over
which ones I was reminded about on any given day; but
the same thing being said would feel diferently”
While at frst it seemed like I was only being reminded of one
thing, I discovered that a single reminder actually reminded me of
infnitely many things—and that I wasn’t fully in control of which
memories would be summoned each time Alexa reminded me to
“take my PrEP”. Over time, these interactions start to manifest multiple meanings and associations and became a reminder about other
qualities and experiences in my life. These associations built on top
of each other to form resonances and meanings that were never
intended or imagined by their initial design(ers). When I was reminded to “Take my PrEP”, I was reminded of things like the stigma
and fear surrounding HIV/AIDs that queer people live through
every day. I was reminded of the asynchronous synchronicity of
the language of “being positive” between the HIV/AIDs pandemic
and the COVID-19 pandemic. I was reminded of the fear that I’ve
lived with regarding HIV/AIDs, of the shift in my perceptions of
safety with a pre-exposure prophylactic technology in hand, and of
the work that remains to be done to destigmatize HIV/AIDs within
and beyond queer communities.
Each time I heard this reminder in my home, my associations
changed. However, each time, these associations were also strengthened. Sometimes, the reminder synced all the aforementioned associations with that moment that it was uttered—a kind of updating
to morph into the current context. At the same time, over time, the
reminder became less jarring and intrusive, less strange, less novel,
and became more a part of the everyday soundscapes of my queer
home.
In addition to using Alexa for scheduled reminders, as described
above, I also used Alexa for its ‘remember’ function. If one asks
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Alexa to “Remember BLANK,” then it will record that voice entry
and store it within a fle called “Memories.csv”. This creates a list of
things that Alexa will “remember” for you. For example, early on
in my relationship with Michael, I asked Alexa to “Remember that
Michael is my friend”. Then, when we became boyfriends, I asked
Alexa to “Remember that Michael is my boyfriend”. In response,
Alexa said: “Sure, I’ll remember that ‘Michael is my boyfriend’,” which
struck me as odd. After this interaction, if I were to ask Alexa to
“tell me something about Michael” or ask “what do you remember
about Michael?,” then it would say “Brian, this is what I found: From
your notes: Michael is my boyfriend.”
In the internal logics of my Alexa device, it wasn’t until after the
breakup, when I updated Alexa’s memory of Michael, that Michael
wasn’t my boyfriend anymore. The transcripts read as follows:
“Michael is my boyfriend”
April 17th, 2021, 6:18pm
2021-04-17T18:18:56.567Z
“Michael is my friend”
May 6th, 2021, 6:33pm
2021-05-06T18:33:14.013Z
While this interaction may not have been designed with my particular use case in mind, I found this experience to be an interesting
way of shifting my own perception of my relationship with/to
Michael. It also ofoaded some of the weight of the breakup—the
Alexa device was a vessel for making sense of my queer breakup.
Queering the Alexa device and enrolling it into a queer breakup
fostered a subversive exploration of normative domestic tools for
queer domestic use. The Alexa device was programmed according
to the progression of my queer breakup on my own terms. This form
of control over what my household devices do or don’t “remember”
meant maintaining an ongoing dialogue with my devices about
the people in my life, the kinds of relationships that I have/had
with them, and an ongoing archive of my voice commanding Alexa
to remember. In asking Alexa to remember relationship statuses
across the queer breakup, I enrolled the digital assistant in my relationship sensemaking to record brief notes about the particulars of
my relationship status with Michael—from friend, to boyfriend, to
friend, to past lover.
Here, I used the Alexa devices as a data collection instrument for
capturing information about relationships that was often squishy,
difcult to pin down, or couldn’t be located in a particular moment.
I wanted to see if logging details on the Alexa devices about my
relationships would change what I externalized about the relationships. In the case of Michael and I, the exercise of asking Alexa to
remember one another as something (i.e. a friend, a boyfriend, a
partner, etc.) surfaced conversations around the labels that I used
for/with my intimate and romantic partners. When I asked Alexa to
remember that “Michael is my boyfriend”, I was logging a moment
in our relationship when that term felt like it ft for both of us. By
logging this, I did not specify my relationship to Michael, but rather,
I logged Michael’s relationship to me at that moment. I then updated this accordingly to “Michael is my friend” when we broke up.
Here, Alexa’s memory capacities were explored for their potential
to remember particulars of my most intimate relationships. Since
the question of “what are we?”, or, of “defning the relationship” is a
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question that we all face in our relationships, how might our digital
assistants help us in these sometimes-awkward situations, when
vulnerability is high and relationships are undergoing defnitional
work between partners?

4.2

How do we use sound to understand queer
breakup?

In the next phase of our study, we explored the use of sound as
data to better understand queer breakup. As previously mentioned,
Kinnee lived with two diferent partners and two diferent Alexa
devices in two homes. But this experience also involved two different soundscapes.3 Drawing from this experience, we explore
the potential for treating sonic technologies and sounds as rich
data for design inquiry. In order to enrich our autoethnographic
approach, we listened individually and collectively (as a team of
three) to recordings from Kinnee’s interactions with Alexa from
the time of the breakup. During this investigation, we selected audio bytes based on our collective data analysis with the transcript.
Kinnee fagged recordings that stood out as important for understanding queer breakup and queer space through digital sound.
These recordings were then shared with the other two members of
the research team. In this process, Alexa’s biases for what kinds of
audio were deemed recordable continued to unfold. At the same
time, our design research team also refected on our own biases
when investigating personal audio data that has been collected by
a commercial voice assistant. For instance, we questioned biases of
what we expected to have been captured versus what actually was
captured. Our data analysis demonstrates that a multi-media approach to studying interactions with voice assistants—frst through
direct interaction with voice, then with the machine-generated
transcript, and then with the audio—can reveal important context
and provide additional information that bring us closer to a glimpse
at the lived experience itself.
4.2.1 Atuning to sound. Going into our experiments with audio,
we wanted to know: “How do we learn to ‘listen’ or attend or attune closely to the data?”. Our experiments with audio built on our
autoethnographic approach by using audio clips from the voice
assistant device in Kinnee and Warlock’s apartment and from the
voice assistant device in Michael’s apartment. These devices archive
interactions by recording the person speaking and generating a
machine transcription of what is said by both the device/virtual
assistant (Alexa) and what is said by the person using it (Kinnee,
Warlock, or Michael). We manipulated these audio clips as part
of our design inquiry. In doing so, our analysis shifted away from
listening and attuning to the sounds of queer home, and shifted
towards attuning through audio experiments and remixes. Working with audio clips that are often less than ten seconds long, we
decided to experiment with playing the audio on “loop” (repeating
over and over again). When we did this, we noticed changes in our
experience of the audio—such as the foreground of the audio gradually becoming less noticeable, the background noises becoming
3 Here,

we use the term “soundscape” as coined by Michael Southworth and later
popularized by R. Murray Schafer [84, 94] to describe acoustic environments in terms
of how they are perceived and experienced by humans and machines. Projects such
as Schafer’s World Soundscapes Project (WSP) and The Soundscape of Modernity by
Emily Thompson [112] have provided strong foundations for soundscape studies, or
acoustic ecologies, of spaces and places.
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Figure 1: An entry in the "Review Voice History" section of the "Privacy Settings" interface for the Amazon Alexa account and
devices. The white arrow within a blue circle plays a recording from the conversation when clicked. A transcription of the
speech from the interaction displays the text of the person talking in a black text, and the text from the Alexa device’s speech
in a lighter gray text. The trash can icon within a red circle, labeled “Delete recording”, deletes the recording when clicked.
Below, additional metadata from the interaction is listed, including the date, time, and device name. In this case, the Alexa
device has been named “Computer”.
more noticeable. This encouraged us to listen for sounds that were
not described in the transcript and to listen for sounds that were not
transcribable. We considered how the Alexa devices capture audio
when the wake word is spoken, and yet there is no control over
what background noises may be present in the recording [80, 109].
Often, we could hear sounds of the home such as a dishwasher, a
noisy television, or a tea kettle.
As we continued our investigations, we found that the background noises often contained glimpses into their domestic environments. This included sounds of other people who were present
in the home during the interactions with Alexa—talking at the
same time as Alexa (intentionally or unintentionally). While these
sounds were recorded by the Echo devices, they were also simultaneously backgrounded and invisibilized by the machine-generated
transcript. Our fndings suggest that in the case of the Alexa voice
assistant and the Echo smart home speakers, machine listening
means listening to one person at a time—but still capturing all of
the surrounding soundscapes. The design of these devices, as an
“always-on” technology with multiple microphones and features
such as far-feld listening, prioritizes the capturing of audio from
domestic environments. To some, these technologies are a source
of fear, distrust, and intrusion. To others, these technologies have
become normalized and are regarded as mundane—to the point that
many people forget they have them (turned on) in their homes.
The home contains coinciding soundscapes of people’s everyday
lived experience. How might we use these sounds that are otherwise unprioritized, yet still inform lived experiences of home?
What if, rather than prioritizing the machine log’s data from the
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interaction, we instead explored the use of audio “scraps” to inform
our understanding of how people use domestic devices and spaces?
How might we understand these technological systems in terms of
the relationship between intimacy and security? And how might
frst-person accounts of living with technologies use sonic data
and sonic perspectives to further contextualize and center lived
experiences in the design of interactive systems?
Furthermore, we discovered that some background noises, such
as a news report on the television, could contain details about where
we were and when. In our study, Kinnee asked Alexa: “alexa what
is a breakup”. Alexa read back the Wikipedia entry for “break-up”.
In the .wav fle of this interaction, a newscaster is speaking
about something “...south of Seattle”. When a member of the design
research team noticed this background sound, they asked Kinnee
if they remembered what was playing in the background. Kinnee
remembered that they were listening to a local news story about a
local LGBTQ+ bar that had recently burned down—with suspicions
of arson. Kinnee recounted how the moment of this recording
was intensely defned by multitudes of mourning: their own queer
breakup and the loss of space for the local LGBTQ+ community.
Perhaps counterintuitively, they then used this sound byte along
with others—cutting, looping, splicing, and remixing—as a material
for designing something from the sounds of queer heartbreak.
Kinnee found that using these sound bytes felt perhaps a bit
morbid at frst. It was difcult for them to hear themselves at a
moment when they were so unhappy and confused–and to hear
themselves saying such blunt confessions aloud. However, as more
snippets of audio were included in the composition, and as the
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sounds became new sounds in combination, the pain they had heard
in their voice began to sound harmonic, song-like, and rhythmic. By
recombining and manipulating the audio, they discovered that they
could alter their relationship to the audio and all of its associations.
When the sounds of queer heartbreak were distilled in terms of their
background noises, sonic textures previously unheard or unhearable became foregrounded. How might this creative process of
listening, noticing, and using soundscapes from digital, domestic
technologies allow us to texture our lived experiences of spaces?
Can we use sound from a queer time and place to reimagine our
understandings of what happened to us, around us, and through
us?
4.2.2 Diferentiating between voices. In a third set of experiments,
our team explored the potential for Alexa to diferentiate between
voices. We wondered what conditions might allow Alexa to reliably diferentiate between voices; and, conversely, what conditions
might curtail or change that diferentiation. We also wondered
whether Alexa might recognize its own voice. Searching through
our archive of recordings, we noticed several examples of recordings made by Alexa of Alexa—typically the last few words from its
previous turn in conversation, or the beginning of a new utterance
that was quickly cut of in the recording. Other clips recorded the
frst author without them intending to speak to Alexa. In our sonic
experimentation, we began with a clip of Kinnee stating “Alexa,
my boyfriend broke up with me” and combined it with a clip of
a recording made in error, when Alexa recorded Kinnee saying
“Yes!” enthusiastically and without them meaning for Alexa to hear.
Listening to the clips in sequence, we noticed a distinct diference
in pitch, shifting from the low rumble of the directive to the high
timbre of the erroneous recording. We then stretched out the clips,
using speed to explore how slowing down the sound might reveal a
diferent rhythm or tonal quality. Instead, we noticed the recognizability of the voice despite the changes. Trying to further obscure
this recognition, we reversed the audio clips. Despite no longer
understanding the audio, we found Kinnee’s voice recognizable.
One of the questions emerging from our experimentation with
speed and direction involved this discernibility of reverse listening.
In particular, we asked: If identity is discernible for humans from
audio played in reverse, how does this discernability create friction
when going through Alexa’s machine listening processes? During
our experiments, we catalogued some of the sorts of questions and
answers that Alexa provides. We understood these technologies
to contain Machine Learning (ML), Natural Language Processing
(NLP), and Artifcial Intelligence (AI) technologies. Our investigation probed these technologies for various bits of information that
might tell us more about how they work—what sorts of algorithmic
biases were present, what the limitations of the hardware and software might be, and what kinds of sources Alexa might be retrieving
data from.
Thinking of Alexa and the Echo Dot devices as Natural Language Processing (NLP) technologies, we considered how Alexa
was processing information from user-input voice commands and
various knowledge bases (Alexa answers, Wikipedia, etc.). NLP is
a term that is used to describe both Natural Language Generating
(NLG) and Natural Language Understanding (NLU). Our experiment highlighted moments when both the NLU (algorithms for
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Alexa’s “understanding” of speech) and the NLG, (algorithms for
Alexa’s “generating” of speech), and subsequently the NLP provided
unexpected or unwanted interactions. When researching such technologies, it remains difcult to discern precisely which algorithms,
sources, and sequences are at play and when.
While we might not know or have access to exactly what is
happening at a more granular level within the internal logics and
algorithms of the voice assistant devices, we do have a sense of what
kinds of algorithmic processes are underway in diferent phases of
voice interactions. First, a wake word algorithm (NLU) recognizes
an utterance of the wake word, or a short phrase or name within
an ongoing stream of sound. This signifes the beginning of a voice
query. For the Alexa devices, the wake word is “Alexa” by default,
but it can also be changed to “Computer” or “Echo”. The recorded
speech is processed and transcribed by another set of algorithms
(NLP) that determine which words and produce a textual transcript
from the interaction. Then, a third set of algorithms (NLG) generate
a spoken response from the voice assistant device that is also, itself,
transcribed. The result is a series of dialogues between people and
machines in their homes.
Recalling the PrEP reminder vignette from above, our sonic
experimentation with reverse human listening in contrast with
machine listening further opened questions of privacy, intimacy,
and power. During the NLG process, Alexa’s language (and voice)
is generated from a transcript (here “take my PrEP”). While these
personal, potentially-private reminders from Alexa were intended
as a means of medication management for Kinnee, they were still
announced from a speaker in their small studio apartment. Private
reminders became public in their home, through the NLG process.
This meant that people in both households would hear the same
reminders every day—even if the reminder wasn’t intended for
them. Moreover, because Kinnee was the Amazon account owner,
they were the only person who had access to the Alexa devices,
settings, notifcations, and data via the Alexa mobile app—moving
beyond the voice-only interaction modality of the smart speaker.
This ownership put them in a position of uneven power and control
over the sounds of their shared homes. Sometimes this position
meant that information (notifcations) was only relayed to Kinnee,
and not to anyone else that I lived with. While neither of Kinnee’s
partners could control the devices via the mobile app, they could still
use voice commands to make some changes. Sometimes, however,
Alexa would instruct their partner(s) to access information from
their interaction with Alexa via the mobile app—the mobile app
that neither Warlock nor Michael had access to! Again, this prompt
put Kinnee in a position of gatekeeper to Alexa notifcations—a
role that they did not ask to play and did not wish to perform.
However, there was not an alternative for all three of them to
share account(s). Without a shared account, there was no shared
accountability: Alexa was fully “Kinnee’s” device, whether they
wanted it to be or not.
This set of experiments investigated how Alexa discerns between
voices, how multiple layers of NLP technologies underly Alexa’s
functionality, and considered how ownership can create an uneven
landscape of power, risks, and vulnerabilities. Moreover, matters
of ownership, shared accounts, and accountability further texture
these domestic power dynamics by limiting access to the sonic
record of an entire household to one person.
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4.2.3 What is lost/gained in the translation to transcript? In a fnal set of experiments, we noticed how close listening exposed
what Alexa simultaneously overlooked and captured. As Alexa
transcribes speech to text, the signifers of voice, tone, and context
are fattened—an experience you, as a reader, are likely feeling now.
In our data analysis process, we began by exploring the textual
transcripts of the interactions with Alexa. As we did this, we highlighted, tagged, and discussed the voice interactions that had been
machine-translated to text. Sometimes, we couldn’t discern what
was being said with just the text alone. Other times, we felt that
we could understand what was happening during that interaction
based on just the text alone.
As we moved further into analysis, we added in audio from the
interactions that we had spent the most time analyzing, or that we
were otherwise curious to learn more about. In doing so, we noticed
that there was much more information contained within the audio
clips than the text. We uncovered audio from interactions where no
speech was transcribed, but a recording was still captured nonetheless. Recalling the clip when Kinnee heard the faint rumble of a
news report in background, we noticed a certain way of concern in
the Kinnee’s voice that we hadn’t heard before, a context around
queerness that the Alexa missed but still managed to hold on to.
In noises like this, we noticed that things such as tone, sarcasm,
and emotion that cannot be described by a literal, direct translation/transcription of speech to text. This engagement meant that
sometimes the transcribed text alone was misleading—telling us a
diferent story from what we had understood it to be when we had
encountered it as text. We considered what it meant that the device
we had used to collect data during our study accurately transcribed
some words, but not others. We also distinguished further between
the Alexa devices as sonic data collectors, producing recordings
from the interactions, and as machine transcribers, producing transcripts from the interactions. Our analysis of both text and audio
data from the Alexa devices suggested that listening to the audio
data from interactions with Alexa provided a more intimate portrait
of the everyday soundscapes within the interactions.

5

DISCUSSION

We have so far explored the range of subtle but notable ways one
person’s queer heartbreak brings new readings of smartness at
home. Using the Alexa voice assistant service across two devices,
two homes, and two queer relationships exposes some of the takenfor-granted assumptions built into a smart device. Our analysis
and audio experiments help design researchers conceptualize what
it means for a voice to be recognizable, for a reminder to permeate distinct spaces and times, and for a device that reinforces heteronormative assumptions to create conditions for imagining a
relationship otherwise. Kinnee’s domestic life exposes challenges
to interpretation, gaps in translation, but also the somatic and often
surprising pleasures that come from being with an imperfect NLP
service.
Below we refect on these tensions between queerness and design, encoded harm and encoded possibility, and use our analysis
to explore what potentials this study holds for theorizing queer
experience with and through interaction design.
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5.1

Queering Sonic Technologies

As a frst set of concerns, this study foregrounds some of the risks of
applying a fxed concept of sexuality or gender to the voice assistant
design. Through design inquiry, we noticed that a great risk of sonic
technologies in the home is, of course, misuse. Voice assistants are
often always plugged in, always on, always “listening,” and can
be remotely accessed. Moreover, these technologies continue to
be developed for greater accuracy at detecting and diferentiating
between voices. In this study, Kinnee noticed that the Alexa device
in their home had trouble diferentiating between their own voice
and the voices of both of their partners (ex. Alexa saying “You’re
Warlock, right?” when speaking to Michael)—often mixing them up
and mistaking them for one another. Kinnee had a few speculations
as to why this might be happening: maybe their voices are too
similar, maybe something about their cadence or intonation was
too similar, or maybe the voice-recognition algorithm just didn’t
have enough data yet to make the proper choice? Beyond these
possibilities, however, the misreadings prompted Kinnee to notice
the ease of reinforcing heteronormative patterns. They considered
that the diference between their own voice and their partners’
voices was likely less pronounced than, say, between a normative
male-female couple. This made them wonder: was Alexa predisposed to assume romantic partnerships with two adults, as opposed
to other forms of co-habitation (roommates, co-operative housing,
platonic partners, etc.)?
The problem of inclusion in technology design is, to borrow
language from HCI scholar Cynthia Bennett, “slippery” at best
[9]. On one hand, training Alexa on queer voices from the queer
bodies of queer people might, indeed, result in a voice-recognition
algorithm that can more adequately distinguish between queer
voices. However, do we really want corporations like Amazon to
be extracting information from Queer bodies in such a targeted
manner—in their own homes no less? Do any queer people actually
want this? Are any queer people actually asking for this? Echoing
HCI scholars refections on facial recognition [9, 95], this study
suggests such aspirations may unwittingly reinforce another vein
of techno-solutionism. Being included by Alexa may not be, in fact,
the preferred future.
With the risks of inclusion in mind, the question then becomes:
how might designers queer interaction design without targeting,
profling, silencing, erasing, or excluding people in the process?
By investing in categories of social diference, designers simultaneously count some people and label them as “queer,” while deciding
that still others remain “not queer enough”. This approach to queerness precludes the possibilities of people becoming more or less
queer across their lifetimes, foregoes all of the context to people’s
identifers, and ossifes the individual under a convenient term in an
attempt to understand something that is difcult to understand by
defnition. How our feld accomplishes this work without mobilizing the potentially-dangerous language of tokenized inclusion that
places people in boxes and renders anyone the least bit divergent as
an “other” remains difcult to imagine [51]. It suggests, in line with
recent speculative resistance through design [70], that we, as design
researchers, liberate our sonic sensitivities for understanding queerness in interaction design, in HCI, and beyond. Following Jordan
Wirfs-Brock and colleagues’ work with Spotify [118], this work
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suggests that voice assistants could use data to encourage refection
on listening practices with something like tone—for example, a
device asking, “I can’t quite tell what you mean: did you mean that
literally or fguratively?”. Moving beyond predictions and recommendations, devices might support new listening and refection
routines devices that users build into their daily engagements with
sonic technologies [27]. But this work might also suggest bringing a more complex reading of sonic data to the regulatory bodies
overseeing what data the voice assistant technologies collect and
why.

5.2

Towards “Queer Enough” Interaction
Design

A corollary to examining the encoding queer experience in sonic
devices involves questioning the role of queerness in the wider process of interaction design. This work involves understanding how
queerness becomes something to be designed. If we take seriously
the idea that queerness exists on a spectrum, then this means that
we are all afected—in varying shades and degrees—by designs of
voice assistants that lack awareness or knowledge of queer ways of
living. On the one hand, our study exposes the decision to design
voice assistants that are completely unaware of queerness or queer
ways of living as queer-phobic. As we saw across multiple engagements, one of the problems with the current state of voice assistant
technologies is that they often provide recommendations based
on generalizations. But the point when a generalized recommendation becomes a heteronormative recommendation can be hard
to pin down. By providing a broad blanket statement that could
potentially apply to many people, the recommender algorithms are
hedging bets, using a series of concurrent probability calculations,
to determine how likely it is or isn’t that a certain phrase or utterance will be appropriate based on the person’s speech input. The
problem with this process, however, is that it, again, assumes that
most people are like most other people. As a result, it is statistically
probable that most Alexa responses signal heteronormativity. It is
important to remember that some generalizations still can apply to
queer people. What’s more, hyper-personalization might compel
non-normative users to share private information without consent.
However, when a generalization takes into account a series of assumptions about how “most” people live, it can very quickly shift
from simply generalized advice to generalized and heteronormative
advice. When we stop to consider the kinds of speech and text that
Alexa and other digital assistants are trained on, how could we
expect anything diferent? This research seeks not only to question
the apparent heteronormativity of these devices, but rather to experiment with it as unexpected, queer users to further understand
how queer personhood is and is not designed for in technological
systems of dialogical technologies.
On the other hand, our study has explored the potential limits of
smart liberatory design. Like Kinnee, many queer people are likely
well-aware of the harmful assumptions built into these systems, the
ways in which their queer voices are or aren’t listened to, and the
aspects of their lifestyle that won’t and can’t be taken into account
by Alexa because they live through and against these assumptions
every day [43]. Since the logics of voice assistant technologies
remain steeped in binaries, perhaps another approach is necessary.
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What if, instead of categorizing interactions as “heteronormative”
or “homonormative,” design researchers use other, more precise
language to get at the particulars of queerness and to celebrate
its multiplicity? For instance, many interactions from our study
were rendered through the lens of polyamory to account for that
particular form of Kinnee’s queerness. Moreover, Kinnee could have
also explored their interactions through their identity as a young
non-binary person or as someone living with multiple disabilities.
As other HCI scholars have shown [117] voice assistants could be
designed to give people opportunities to label their own experiences
with their own language—to build a shared vocabulary along with
the human and voice assistant. Until designers and researchers fnd
tactful and dialogical ways of building and accounting for these
varying shades and forms of queerness across people’s lifetimes,
the problem of mistrust with domestic voice technologies may only
persist or grow more volatile. By amplifying our attention to nuance
and sharing more stories of how these technologies intersect with
queer lives through frst-person use, our feld might get closer
to rich descriptions of exactly how these technologies work (or
fail to work) at the registers of micro-aggression and fundamental
misunderstandings.

5.3

Queer Use and Domestic Technology

Alongside understanding the encoding of queerness in design features and approaches, our work points to the particular potentials
that come from queering engagements with smart devices. Historically, queer people have been barred from participation in cultures
of domesticity [69, 114, 115] as non-normative people and nonnormative families living non-normative lives. In the context of
North America, the Cold War-era fable of the white picket fence,
neatly trimmed lawn, and a traditional nuclear family once rose to
a level of prevalence that we might now consider to be a monoculture. Around the world, local cultures provide nuanced and encoded
scripts that suggest a certain way or ways of living.
Today, while this image remains prevalent, our conversations
about personhood, home, and family are evolving to consider a
broader range of the social, cultural, and socioeconomic factors
that infuence where one lives, in what kinds of dwelling(s) one
lives, how one lives, and with whom one lives. Queerness and queer
culture remain sensitive topics that elude study by defnition. The
encroachment of voice assistants on queer spaces means a compromise of this secrecy, and perhaps subsequently, a compromise on
the ways in which queerness is allowed to manifest itself within
interactive domestic sociotechnical systems.
A voice assistant might not be queer, but what comes from a
queer person using the technology? Sarah Ahmed reminds that
queer use might grow from using a technology in ways or to ends
that it was never designed or imagined to be used [1]. In our study,
the queer use of the Alexa devices in two queer homes and within
two queer relationships provided a series of redundancies and samenesses throughout the system. We saw how the subversive nature
of queer use created a strong platform for experimenting with our
experiences using sonic technologies. Using the Alexa device in
an environment that it wasn’t designed for and in relationships
that it wasn’t designed for allowed us to unearth built-in assumptions in the system that might otherwise remain invisible. How
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could we design culturally-informed voice assistants when there
is no one culture? How could we design queerness-informed voice
assistants when there is no one way to be queer? The heterogeneity of queerness is often lost or misunderstood, and despite the
declaration of the LGBTQIA2S+ acronym, designing technologies
that paint across all experiences with a broad brush occludes the
possibility that there is variation within and between the people
whose queerness is tied to their sexuality and/or gender identity.
Queerness can refer to the sameness across these experiences, and
“queer” itself is an identifer that is a queer use; an appropriation and
reclaiming of what was and sometimes still is a queer-phobic slur.
Being “queer” signals an identifcation, solidarity, and realization
that there are many other people in this world who don’t neatly ft
into the dominant culture around them. Centering queerness and
queer culture is fraught when it always is, always was, and always
will be at the margins.

encoding queerness (and/or queer phobia) in voice assistant devices,
design approaches, and designed interactions. Across nine months
of use and after processing three weeks of sonic breakup data from
Amazon’s Alexa, we learned that glitches and voice assistant prescripts are interwoven with the soundscapes of everyday life, and
that Alexa’s recordings can challenge a sense of non-normative
time through reminders and memories. Our sonic experimentation
led to further insights about the richness of the voice assistant
recordings, how Alexa’s system diferentiates across voices, and
how its processes of translation and transcription reveal opportunities for countering queer erasure. We end with potential strategies
for design researchers to bring more nuance and complexity to the
limitations wrought by binary and queerphobic logics, bringing
new attention to the forms of queer resistance inherent in everyday
lived experience with smartness at home.
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Bias in Assistance

In a fnal set of concerns, this study exposes some of the tensions
around exposing bias around queerness, but also using that bias
toward new and unexpected ends. Across our engagements, we
noticed that Alexa’s advice mobilized assumptions about Kinnee’s
body and ability, social networks, and hearing ability during the
time of their queer breakup—a time when culturally-informed, particular forms of care are of heightened importance and sensitivity.
The harmful assumptions baked into digital assistants, voice assistants, and recommender systems, and other technologies of capture
such as camera and flm have been well-documented [8, 60, 61, 82].
Routinely, these biases function under a set of assumptions about
a “normative” user. But what if a bias that is designed to help an
imagined, more normative person ends up also being helpful to an
unimagined, queer person? Does this mean that the design was
already queer, or “queer enough” all along?
In the case of Kinnee’s queer breakup, the bias was audible
when they were instructed by Alexa to “go for a walk, talk to a
friend, or listen to music”. Despite feeling like the advice from
Alexa wasn’t really “for them” during their queer breakup, Kinnee’s
choice to suspend judgment and follow this advice led to some relief
from their heartache. This complicated the research team’s idea of
bias; we considered how an encoded misunderstanding or erasure
might sometimes help the people who are most often excluded,
invisibilized, or dehumanized by digital assistants. The queer use of
advice from voice assistants like Alexa might mean following the
script that is given, and then seeing how, when, or if it holds up to
the particulars of a queer person’s lived experience. The moments
of breakdown—when the advice is no longer relevant to the queer
person or people involved—further confrm that these systems
invisibilize queer lives in nontrivial and non-deterministic ways. A
device’s misreading of queer lives will never fully determine queer
experience.

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a combined autoethnographic and design inquiry into domestic sonic technologies and queer experience.
By following one person’s experiences across two homes, two Alexa
devices, and two queer relationships, we explored the contours of
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